EWL

EXTREME
WEAPONS
LUBRICANT

DESIGNED FOR USE ON CHAIN GUNS,
MACHINE GUNS, CREW SERVED
WEAPONS AND WEAPON SYSTEMS
DESCRIPTION
Slip 2000 EWL has an extremely high (EP/AW) anti-wear
properties. It has been increased from the 750lbs. with our
regular gun lube to 4500lbs. This means EWL will last 2-5
times longer. Testing shows that with continued applications of EWL, weapons have been fired 50,000+ rounds
with no cleaning and no malfunctions.
Slip 2000 EWL is a pure synthetic liquid lubricant. Formulated without the use of mineral oil, petroleum distillates,
Teflon or silicone. EWL withstands extreme temperature
changes (-100°F to +1250°F). It also combines three essential functions (lubricant, cleaner, preservative) into a single
product.
Slip 2000 EWL will not separate, in fact you do not have
to shake it. It will not dry out or evaporate off and it will
not become sticky or leave behind a tacky residue. Unlike
petroleum products, Slip 2000 EWL will not attract and hold
firing residue, dust, sand or dirt particles.
It’s unique formulation penetrates into the smallest and
tightest areas that oils will not go. It will penetrate the
micro-pores of the steel and bond with the metal providing
a long lasting protective barrier that reduces friction, heat
and wear. This protective barrier helps keep lead, carbon,
copper and plastic from sticking and building up. Ultimately reducing your cleanup time and keeps all guns operating
much smoother for much longer.
ENVIRONMENTALLY SAFE - USER FRIENDLY
Slip 2000 EWL is a GREEN product and was developed with
your health, safety and the environment in mind. It is a
Biodegradable, Non-Toxic and Non-Hazardous product built
from a renewable source. It is also a non-regulated product.
LUBRICATES
Slip 2000 EWL has incorporated advanced technology ad-

ditives to enhance film strength and anti-wear properties. It penetrates the micro-pores and bonds to the surface

of the metal. Even when the surface is wiped dry to the
touch Slip 2000 EWL is still present and lubricating from
within the pores of the metal. Slip 2000 EWL will OUTLAST
any extreme weapons lubricants on the market and we
have done this without adding any oils, petroleum distillates, silicones or PTFE.

BIODEGRADABLE • USER FRIENDLY
NON-REGULATED
NON-TOXIC • NON-HAZARDOUS

CLEANS
Slip 2000 EWL will aid in the effective removal of built up
carbon, lead, copper, corrosive residue and firing residues
that can build up and become abrasive to both recoil and
gas operated mechanisms. Slip 2000 EWL gets into those
hard-to-reach areas and penetrates deep down under copper, lead and plastic wad fouling, other oils, trapped dirt,
grit and grime and helps float them away while dissolving
built up carbon.
PRESERVES
A micro thin film of our enhanced preservative immediately
bonds itself and forms a barrier that displaces moisture and
provides excellent corrosion and rust protection. Slip 2000
EWL has passed the Salt Spray Corrosion (ASTM B-117) 150
Hour Test.

SIMPLE TO USE
For best long-term results, apply Slip 2000 EWL to
a clean surface and allow to penetrate. Apply to all
moving parts that require lubrication and/or protection from corrosion. Apply to inside of bores, barrels,
chambers, firing pins, ejectors and trigger mechanisms. Slip 2000 EWL will penetrate and free gummed
up and sticky parts. EWL will penetrate into areas
where oils do not go, break up and purge out old
dried-up oils, carbon, dirt and debris. Slip 2000 EWL
can be used as a cleaner on your next cleaning. (For
excessively dirty or neglected parts, Slip 2000 725 or
Carbon Killer should be used for cleaning.)
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EWL

EXTREME WEAPONS LUBRICANT

PROVEN TO WORK IN
ALL CONDITIONS
You can not always control the conditions you have to
shoot in but you can control how well your weapons
perform in those conditions!
Don’t let dust, moisture, cold weather, heat or carbon
buildup interfere with your guns ability to perform.
SAND, DUST AND DIRT
Slip 2000 Gun Lubricant is a pure synthetic blend
of the highest quality. It does not attract dust, dirt
or sand like petroleum based products. Even in
extremely dusty conditions your gun will function
properly.
WET AND HUMID
It is excellent at displacing moisture. This will help
prevent corrosion in wet or humid conditions
including exposure in coastal and tropical elements.
EXTREME HEAT AND COLD
Slip 2000 EWL has a temperature range of -100 degrees F to a +1250 degrees F so it will not freeze, become sticky or tacky or slow down in cold weather.
It will not evaporate in hot weather or burn off during repeat firing. This temperature range will help
prevent jamming, freezing and misfires you would
othwise encounter with a lesser lubricant.
FOULING BUILD UP
Slip 2000 EWL will penetrate the micro-pores of a
metal surface and actually bond itself to your gun.
This protective barier will prevent carbon, lead, copper, plastic and other foulings from building up.
Ultimately this means you can fire more rounds, regardless of your shooting environment, before you
will need to clean or re-lube.

Extreme Conditions Require
An Extreme Lubricant.
That’s Why We Developed
Slip 2000 EWL.

3000 ROUNDS OR MORE
With a single application of Slip 2000 EWL you are able
to fire 3000 or more rounds before any lubrication or
cleaning is needed. We do not recommend this as a
normal routine but if you had to, if your life
depended on it, at least you know you could.
FOR USE ON
Slip 2000 EWL excels on semi and fully-automatic
weapons including the M4, M16, AR10, AR15, MP5,
M60 MG, 50 Cal, 240/249 SAW’s, SCAR, as well as
Rocket pods and Mortar 81mm launchers, 40mm HV,
MK19, H&K 40mm GMG or other automatic grenade
launchers. From a 9mm pistol you carry as a side arm to
a fully automatic chain gun, to Cannons and Howitzers,
Slip 2000 EWL has you covered.
MANUFACTURERS
FNH
H&K
DPMS
LWRC
COLT
US Ordinace
JR Carbine

Bushmaster
Armilite Firearm
JW Tactical
Bravo Company
Beretta
Sigarms

and more...
LAW ENFORCEMENT AND MILITARY
LA SWAT
US ARMY Ft. Lewis
US Capitol Police
US ARMY Ft. Benning
DOE
US ARMY National Guard
ATF
US NAVY
Home Land Security
US AIR FORCE
US Marshalls
US MARINE CORPS
Dept. of Fish & Game
US Coast Guard
US Customs
US Border Patrol
and more...
TRAINING GROUPS
E.A.G. Inc. - Pat Rogers
Federal Law Enforcement Training Centers
Rowley Training Center (US Secret Service)
Defensive Edge Training & Consulting
Blackwater Training
Trident Concepts
and more...
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